
FINDINGS

General Plan/Charter Findings

General Plan Land Use Designation. The Land Use Element of the City’s General Plan 
divides the City into 35 Community Plan. The project site is located within the Sunland - 
Tujunga - Lake View Terrace - Shadow Hills - East La Tuna Canyon Community Plan, 
adopted by the City Council on November 18, 1997. The project site has a land use 
designation of Neighborhood Commercial, as designated on the plan map. The 
Neighborhood Commercial land use designation lists the following corresponding zones: 
C1, C1.5, C2, C4, and RAS3. The property is not located within a Specific Plan area or 
special overlay district. The site has a dual zoning of C2-1VL and P-1VL. The proposed 
zone change to (T)(Q)C2-1VL The proposed zone change would permit commercial uses 
that is consistent with the land use designation on the plan map, and is therefore in 
substantial conformance with the purposes, intent, and provisions of the General Plan, as 
reflected in the adopted Community Plan.

1.

General Plan Text. The Sunland - Tujunga - Lake View Terrace - Shadow Hills - East La 
Tuna Canyon Community Plan text includes the following relevant goals, objectives, and 
policies:

2.

Goal 2: A strong and competitive commercial sector which best serves the needs of the 
community through maximum efficiency and accessibility while preserving the unique 
character of the community.

Objective 2-1: To conserve and strengthen viable commercial development in the 
community and to provide additional opportunities for new commercial development and 
services.

Policy 2-1.1: New commercial uses should be located primarily in existing established 
commercial areas or existing shopping centers.

Policy 2-1.2: Requires that projects be designed and developed to achieve a high level 
of quality, distinctive character, and compatibility with existing uses and developed in 
accordance with design standards.

The project site is currently zoned C2-1VL and P-1VL and is developed with a 2,603 
square foot convenience store, surface parking and vacant land. The proposed project 
would include the development of a 2,940 square-foot retail space (to accommodate the 
relocation of the convenience store) and an eight-pump gas station. Additionally, the 
project incorporates design alternates different textures, colors, materials, and offers 
distinctive architectural treatments to add visual interest while avoiding dull and repetitive 
facades; adds architectural details to enhance scale and interest on the building faqade by 
breaking it up into distinct plains that are offset from the main building and provides 
landscaping to provide for a safe and attractive space for patrons and employees and 
surrounding properties.

The Framework Element for the General Plan (Framework3. Framework Element.
Element) was adopted by the City of Los Angeles in December 1996 and re-adopted in 
August 2001. The Framework Element provides guidance regarding policy issues for the 
entire City of Los Angeles, including the project site. The Framework Element also sets 
forth a Citywide comprehensive long-range growth strategy and defines Citywide polices
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regarding such issues as land use, housing, urban form, neighborhood design, open 
space, economic development, transportation, infrastructure, and public services. The 
Framework Element includes the following provisions, objectives and policies relevant to 
the instant request:

Neighborhood Districts

GOAL 3DF: Pedestrian-oriented districts that provide local identity, commercial activity, 
and support Los Angeles' neighborhoods.

Objective 3.8: Reinforce existing and establish new neighborhood districts which 
accommodate a broad range of uses that serve the needs of adjacent residents, 
promote neighborhood activity, are compatible with adjacent neighborhoods, and are 
developed as desirable places to work and visit.

The Framework Element describes Neighborhood Districts as focal points of surrounding 
residential neighborhoods and serve populations of 15,000 to 25,000 residents, containing 
a diversity of uses that serve daily needs, minimizes automobile trips and encourages 
walking to and from adjacent residential neighborhood and generally characterized by 
one- or two-story low-rise structures. The project proposes to develop the site to re
accommodate the existing 7-Eleven into a new structure that will in close proximity to the 
surrounding residential area and in the vicinity of other existing retailers and an 
established restaurant. As such, the project would meet the goals and objectives of the 
Framework Element to encourage the neighborhood serving uses at an appropriate scale 
and character.

The Mobility Element. The Mobility Element (Mobility Plan 2035) of the General Plan is 
not likely to be affected by the recommended action herein. Osborne Avenue is a 
designated Avenue II, dedicated to a width of 86 feet and is improved with curb, gutter, 
and sidewalk. Lexicon Avenue and Sunburst Street are designated as Local Streets and 
are dedicated to widths of 60 feet and 58 feet respectively and are improved with curb, 
gutter, and sidewalk. The project would be required to comply with improvement 
conditions as required by the Bureau of Engineering, which would be consistent with the 
Mobility Element. Additionally, the Mobility Element contains the following policy:

4.

Policy 3.3 Promote equitable land use decisions that result in fewer vehicle trips by 
providing greater proximity and access to jobs, destinations, and other 
neighborhood services.

The proposed project site is located along a well-traveled commercial and recreational 
corridor along Foothill Blvd and Osborne Street. Establishing a new gas station and 
convenience store will create economies of scale and enhance the success and growth of 
the surrounding businesses in the abutting shopping center.

The Sewerage Facilities Element of the General Plan will not be affected by the 
recommended action. While the sewer system might be able to accommodate the total 
flows for the proposed project, further detailed gauging and evaluation may be needed as 
part of the permit process to identify a specific sewer connection point. If the public sewer 
has insufficient capacity then the developer will be required to build sewer lines to a point 
in the sewer system with sufficient capacity. A final approval for sewer capacity and 
connection permit will be made at that time. Ultimately, this sewage flow will be conveyed 
to the Hyperion Treatment Plant, which has sufficient capacity for the project.

5.
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Entitlement Findings

6. Zone Change Findings.

Pursuant to Section 12.32-C of the Municipal Code, and based on these 
findings, the recommended action is deemed consistent with public necessity, 
convenience, general welfare and good zoning practice.

a.

The project site is comprised of three parcels bordered by Osborne Street to the 
south, Lexicon Avenue to the east and Sunburst Street to the north. The project site 
has a land use designation of Neighborhood Commercial, and is currently zoned C2- 
1VL and P-1VL. The Neighborhood Commercial land use designation lists the 
following corresponding zones: C1, C1.5, C2, C4, and RAS3. The recommended 
zone change to (T)(Q)C2-1VL would be consistent with the land use designation.

Public Necessity, Convenience, and General Welfare. The zone and change to 
(T)(Q)C2-1VL would enable the development of a vacant parcel and surface parking 
lot into a 2,940 square-foot convenience store and eight-pump gas station. The 
existing 7-Eleven will relocate and be the primary enterprise at the new project site. 
The existing 7-Eleven has operated twenty four (24) hours/ seven (7) days a week 
and served the local community and people traveling to local institutions.

The subject property is surrounded by properties designated Low Medium II land 
use, zoned RD2 and Limited Commercial land use, zoned [Q]C1-1VL and is 
developed with commercial uses. To the north across Sunburst Street and east 
across Lexicon Avenue the area is designated Low Residential, zoned either RE11-1 
or RS-1 and developed with single family dwellings. South of the project property 
across Osborne Street, the area is designated Very Low Residential, zoned RA-1-K 
and developed with single family dwellings. The proposed project site is located 
along a well-traveled commercial and recreational corridor along Foothill Blvd and 
Osborne Street. Establishing a new gas station and convenience store will create 
economies of scale and enhance the success and growth of the surrounding 
businesses in the abutting shopping center. The proposed project will provide an 
essential community services to this region and further meet local community needs 
by allowing customers to fuel their vehicles, while they shop for groceries, basic food 
items, toiletries’ or other basic needs and services within the project and at other 
retail locations within the immediate vicinity of the project site. As such, the 
requested zone change will result in a hotel project that conforms to the public 
necessity, convenience, general welfare, and good zoning practices.

Good Zoning Practice. The Sunland - Tujunga - Lake View Terrace - Shadow Hills - 
East La Tuna Canyon Community Plan is intended to serve a number of purposes, 
including to guide the development, betterment, and change of the Community to 
meet existing and anticipated needs and conditions; balance growth and stability; 
reflect economic potentials and limits, land development and other trends. As 
recommended, the zone change from P-1VL and C2-1VL to (T)(Q)C2-1VL would 
remove the footprint zoning and allows the site to be developed as a unified 
development and consistent with the goals and objectives of the General Plan 
Framework Element and the Sunland - Tujunga - Lake View Terrace - Shadow Hills - 
East La Tuna Canyon Community Plan. Additionally, conditions have been imposed 
which will ensure that the proposed project is limited in scale and intensity, reflective 
of the surrounding community.
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Pursuant to Section 12.32-G and Q of the Municipal Code 
Classification Findings. The current action, as recommended, has been made 
contingent upon compliance with new “T” and “Q” conditions of approval imposed 
herein for the proposed project. The “T” Conditions are necessary to ensure the 
identified dedications, improvements, and actions are undertaken to meet the 
public’s needs, convenience, and general welfare served by the actions required. 
These actions and improvements will provide the necessary infrastructure to serve 
the proposed community at this site. The “Q” conditions that limits the scale and 
scope of future development on the site are also necessary to protect the best 
interests of and to assure a development more compatible with surrounding 
properties and the overall pattern of development in the community, to secure an 
appropriate development in harmony with the General Plan, and to prevent or 
mitigate the potential adverse environmental effects of the subject recommended 
action. The “Q” Conditions also limit the proposed development on the site to what 
was analyzed in the project’s environmental clearance.

T” and “Q!b.

Conditional Uses

7. The project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood or 
will perform a function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the 
community, city or region.

The project site is a rectangular shaped lot consisting of approximately 45,000 square feet 
of lot area, bordered by Osborne Street on the south, Lexicon Avenue on the east and 
Sunburst Street on the north. Osborne Street is a designated Avenue II, Lexicon Avenue 
and Sunburst Avenue are designated as Local Streets The project site is located in the 
Sunland - Tujunga - Lake View Terrace - Shadow Hills - East La Tuna Canyon Community 
Plan with a land use designation of Neighborhood Commercial and is zoned C2-1VL and 
P-1VL. The site has been improved with a 2,600 one-story convenience store, surface 
parking, and vacant land. The properties to the north (across Lexicon Avenue) are zoned 
RE11-1 and RS-1 and are developed with single-family residences. Properties to the east 
(across Osborne Street) are zoned RA-1-K and are developed with large lot single-family 
dwellings. The properties to the west (across Sunburst Street) are zoned RS-1 and are 
developed with single-family dwellings. The properties to the south are zoned RD2-1 are 
developed with multi-family residences. The site is developed with a 2,603 square feet 
convenience store and 18 existing parking spaces. The proposed project will add a new 
2,940 square-foot convenience store with an eight-pump gas station and 12 parking 
spaces for a total of 30 parking. The existing building will remain.

There are numerous regional and community destinations within proximity to the project 
site such as Delphi School Academy, Lakeview Terrace Recreation Center and San 
Gabrielino Recreation Center abutting the Hansen Dam Equestrian Center, and the 
Angeles National Forest. The proposed project will provide additional and essential 
community services to this region and further meet local community needs by allowing 
customers to fuel their vehicles, while they shop for groceries, basic food items, toiletries’ 
or other basic needs and services within the project and at other retail locations within the 
immediate vicinity of the project site. The new proposed fueling station in combination 
with the gas station’s operating hours of twenty ( 24) hours/ seven ( 7) days a week is 
beneficial to the region because it permits a large community base to fuel vehicles. 
Furthermore, the closest gas station is located on the southside of the 210 Freeway 
approximately 1.5 miles from the project site. There are no gas stations on the north side 
of the 210 Freeway with proximity of the project site.
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The availability of beer and wine beverages at this retail store will continue to provide a 
public service that will benefit the community. Located along a commercial corridor, the 
project will provide the area’s residents an option for convenient access incidental to 
gasoline and other retail merchandise. Therefore, the project will perform a function that 
will be beneficial to the community and surrounding neighborhood.

8. The project’s location, size, height, operations and other significant features will be 
compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, 
the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety.

The project site is a rectangular shaped lot consisting of approximately 45,000 square feet 
of lot area, bordered by Osborne Street on the south, Lexicon Avenue on the east and 
Sunburst Street on the north. Osborne Street is a designated Avenue II, Lexicon Avenue 
and Sunburst Avenue are designated as Local Streets The project site is located in the 
Sunland - Tujunga - Lake View Terrace - Shadow Hills - East La Tuna Canyon Community 
Plan with a land use designation of Neighborhood Commercial and is zoned C2-1VL and 
P-1VL. The site has been improved with a 2,600 square-foot one-story convenience store, 
surface parking, and vacant land. The properties to the north (across Lexicon Avenue) are 
zoned RE11-1 and RS-1 and are developed with single-family residences. Properties to 
the east (across Osborne Street) are zoned RA-1-K and are developed with large lot 
single-family dwellings. The properties to the west (across Sunburst Street) are zoned RS- 
1 and are developed with single-family dwellings. The properties to the south are zoned 
RD2-1 are developed with multi-family residences.

In addition to the zone change, the applicant seeks a Conditional Use to permit the sales 
of beer and wine for off-site consumption and to operate 24 hours daily in lieu of the 
Commercial Corner Development regulations that allow hours between 7 a.m. and 11 p.m. 
in conjunction with the operation of a proposed convenience store (7-Eleven) and new gas 
station. Due to the site’s proximity to adjoining and surrounding residential uses, and due 
to concerns raised at the hearing, the hours of operation for the facility are proposed to be 
24-hours daily, however, the customer access to the building is limited to 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
daily. Sales may continue past 11 p.m. but must occur through a pass through window.

The sale of beer and wine will be an incidental ancillary use within the existing market and 
only a small portion of the store’s shelf and floor area will be devoted to beer and wine. In 
order to ensure the use remains compatible with surrounding sensitive uses, the grant has 
also incorporated numerous conditions to address safety and security including a 
requirement to maintain a state licensed security guard on the premises from 5 p.m. to 
until 30 minutes after the last sale of alcoholic beverages when the market is open for 
customer service on Friday, Saturday and Sunday to prevent and discourage loitering or 
panhandling.

9. The project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of the 
General Plan, the applicable community plan, and any specific plan.

There are twelve elements of the General Plan. Each of these elements establishes 
policies that provide for the regulatory environment in managing the City and for 
addressing environmental concerns and problems. The majority of the policies derived 
from these Elements are in the form of Code requirements of Los Angeles Municipal 
Code. Except for the entitlements described herein, the project does not propose to 
deviate from any of the requirements of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. The Land Use 
Element of the City's General Plan divides the city into 35 Community Plans. The Sunland 
- Tujunga - Lake View Terrace -Shadow Hills - East La Tuna Canyon Community Plan 
designates the property for Neighborhood Commercial land uses. The project site is
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currently zoned C2-1VL and P-1VL. The proposed zone change would rezone the entire 
site to (T)(Q)C2-1VL which is consistent the land use designation. In conjunction with the 
requested Conditional Use for the sale of alcoholic beverages, the project would be in 
substantial conformance with the following policies of the General Plan as it is reflected 
within the Sunland - Tujunga - Lake View Terrace -Shadow Hills - East La Tuna Canyon 
Community Plan:

Goal 2: A strong and competitive commercial sector which best serves the needs of the 
community through maximum efficiency and accessibility while preserving the 
unique character of the community.

Objective 2-1: To conserve and strengthen viable commercial development in 
the community and to provide additional opportunities for new 
commercial development and services.

Policy 2-1.1: New commercial uses should be located primarily in existing 
established commercial areas or existing shopping centers.

Policy 2-1.2: Requires that projects be designed and developed to achieve a 
high level of quality, distinctive character, and compatibility with 
existing uses and developed in accordance with design 
standards.

The project site will establish a combination 7-Eleven convenience store and eight-pump 
gas station. The granting of the request will activate streetscape, support viability of the 
building, and provide needed services to the neighborhood. The proposed project will 
contribute to the economic vitality of the site and to the City's tax base. The economic 
welfare of the community depends on healthy and viable commerce and this convenience 
store/service station will provide the community with an economically viable and respected 
commercial establishment.

The sale of beer and wine for off-site consumption in association with the operation of a 
new convenience store and gas station is not specifically addressed in the Community 
Plan text. In such cases, the Area Planning Commission must interpret the intent of the 
Plan. The Community Plan goals and objectives seek to encourage appropriate uses 
within the existing environs with adequate mitigation to insure compatibility between 
adjoining uses. The establishing of a gas station in conjunction with an established 7- 
Eleven fosters investment and revitalization of an underutilized commercial vacant lot. For 
example, all graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted over to match the color of the 
surface with graffiti within 24 hours; a 24-hour “hot line” telephone number must be 
provided for the receipt of complaints or inquiries from the community regarding the 
subject facility. Additional conditions have been recommended for consideration by the 
California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control that regulates the sale of alcoholic 
beverages to prevent adverse impacts to the neighborhood. Other conditions imposed will 
maintain the order and ensure cleanliness of the convenience store’s surroundings.

Additional Findings-Alcohol (Section 12.24.W,1)

10. The proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community

The proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community 
inasmuch as the proposed sale of sale of beer and wine for off-site consumption in 
conjunction with a proposed gas station and convenience store, is a continuation of an 
existing convenient store (7-Eleven) use within a new building located on the same project
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site. The existing use is moving into a larger tenant space and will not adversely affect the 
welfare of the community as the use exists currently within the same shopping center. The 
existing 7-Eleven store currently has an ABC license for the sale and off-site consumption 
of beer and wine. The pertinent community will expect the same items, including the 
alcohol, be available for purchase at the new, relocated store space. The proposed project 
will contribute to the economic vitality of the site and to the City's tax base. The economic 
welfare of the community depends on healthy and viable commerce will provide continue 
to provide the community with an economically viable and respected commercial 
establishment as part of its community-serving commercial center.

Additionally, this establishment will also create service sector employment opportunities in 
the area by a well-known and respected operator with strict internal operations and 
training procedures. The grant authorized herein incorporates a number of conditions 
which have been imposed to maintain its compatibility with the character of the immediate 
neighborhood. Such conditions include the requirement of security measures such as a 
surveillance system and deterrence of graffiti and loitering. In addition, the grant requires 
the installation of age verification device at the point of sale to deter underage purchases 
and drinking. Employees will also undergo training provided by the Los Angeles Police 
Department STAR (Standardized Training for Alcohol Retailers) Program.

Both the Conditions of Approval and the requirements of the State Alcoholic Beverage 
Control agency are intended to protect the public health, welfare and safety of the 
community. Therefore, it is expected that the proposed project will not adversely affect the 
welfare of the pertinent community.

11. The granting of the application will not result in an undue concentration of premises 
for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, including beer 
and wine, in the area of the City involved, giving consideration to applicable State 
laws and to the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control’s guidelines 
for undue concentration; and also giving consideration to the number and proximity 
of these establishments within a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate 
in the area (especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale or 
use of narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and disorderly conduct), 
and whether revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use in 
the area.

According to the California State Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) 
licensing criteria for the subject Census Tract No. 1041.24, there are three on-site and two 
off-site licenses allocated. There are two existing on-site and one existing off-site 
licenses. The current off-site license that exists in this tract is that of the existing 7-Eleven 
in the adjoining property which is to be replaced.

Statistics from the Los Angeles Police Department’s Foothill Division reveal that in Crime 
Reporting District No. 1606 which has jurisdiction over the subject property, a total of 67 
crimes were reported in 2015, compared to the citywide average of approximately 181 
crimes and the high crime reporting district average of approximately 217 crimes for the 
same period.

In 2015 there were 1 Homicide, 1 Rape, 3 Rapes, 4 Aggravated Assaults, 11 Burglaries, 6 
Vehicular Thefts, 30 Larceny, 1 Weapons, 1 Narcotic Drugs, 1 Liquor Laws, 7 DU I, 3 
Miscellaneous and 1 Other in the District. These numbers do not reflect the total number 
of arrests in the subject reporting district over the accountable year. Arrests for this 
calendar year may reflect crimes reported in previous years.
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The transfer of the existing off-site license to the new location will not increase the number 
of licenses in the census tract. The project will not adversely affect community welfare 
because the proposed project is the continued use of a convenience store with the sale of 
beer and wine for off-site consumption in an area designated for commercial uses.

Additionally, the North Valley Area Planning Commission has incorporated numerous 
operational conditions to the grant that address noise, safety and security to ensure the 
proposed use is conducted with due regard for surrounding properties and to reduce any 
potential crime issues or nuisance activity.

12. The proposed use will not detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned 
communities in the area of the City involved, after giving consideration to the 
distance of the proposed use from residential buildings, churches, schools, 
hospitals, public playgrounds and other similar uses, and other establishments 
dispensing, for sale or other consideration, alcoholic beverages, including beer and 
wine.

The area is an urbanized environment with single-family and multi-family residential 
buildings in the immediate vicinity. The following sensitive uses are located within 600 feet 
of the subject site:

(1) Single-family dwellings
(2) Multi-family residential units.

Although the site is within proximity to these sensitive uses, the subject site does not 
directly adjoin these sensitive uses and is adequately buffered from those uses. The 
proposed project will be constructed in the location of a well-established 7-Eleven and in 
proximity to a small commercial center with an established restaurant and other essential 
retail services. Additionally, the North Valley Area Planning Commission has incorporated 
numerous operational conditions to the grant that address noise, safety and security to 
ensure the proposed use is conducted with due regard for surrounding properties and to 
reduce any potential crime issues or nuisance activity.

Additional Findings-Commercial Corner (Section 12.24.W.27)

13. The ingress to and egress from the project will not create a traffic hazard or cause 
significant traffic congestion or disruption of vehicular circulation on adjacent 
streets.

On February 24, 2017, the Department of Transportation (LADOT) issued a Traffic 
Assessment of the proposed project in which it found that the proposed project would 
result in a total of 4,586 new daily trips, including 163 a.m. peak hour trips and 139 p.m. 
peak hour trips and 1863 total net daily trips. LADOT found that the project would not 
result in a significant impact at any of the four (4) intersections studied.

Furthermore, the applicant will be required to obtain approval from the LADOT for the 
proposed project’s site access and circulation. Therefore, the ingress to and egress from 
the project will not create a traffic hazard or cause significant traffic congestion or 
disruption of vehicular circulation on adjacent streets.

14. The project approval will not create or add to a detrimental concentration of Mini
Shopping Centers or Commercial Corner Developments in the vicinity of the 
proposed project.
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The site has been improved with a 2,600 one-story convenience store, surface parking, 
and vacant land. The proposed project will result in the construction of a new 2,940 
square-foot convenience store with an eight-pump gas station. While the request does 
require a Conditional Use to allow 24-hour operation, daily the approval will not create or 
add to a detrimental concentration of Mini-Shopping Centers or Commercial Corner 
Developments in the vicinity.

Environmental Findings

15. Environmental Finding. A Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV-2016-2858-MND) and 
corresponding Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP) were prepared for the proposed 
project. The MMP is a document that is separate from the MND and is prepared and 
adopted as part of the project’s proposal. Section 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code 
requires a Lead Agency to adopt a "reporting or monitoring program for the changes made 
to the project or conditions of approval, adopted in order to mitigate or avoid significant 
effects on the environment.” The MND was circulated for public review on April 13, 2017 
and through May 3, 2017. One comment was received from the Southern California Air 
Quality Management District whom stated that the Lead Agency did not quantify the 
project’s air quality emissions during both construction and operation. In response the 
applicant prepared an air quality evaluation dated June 14, 2017. The study concluded 
that the proposed project emissions were less than the significance mass thresholds for all 
pollutants. The MND document was prepared in accordance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to determine if the project would result in a significant 
impact on the environment. Staff from the Los Angeles Department of City Planning has 
reviewed the MND and finds that it was prepared in accordance with the City of Los 
Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide and other applicable City requirements. As such, the 
MND is adequate for CEQA clearance, as noted in Exhibit "C”.

On the basis of the whole of the record before the lead agency including any comments 
received, the lead agency finds in its independent judgment and analysis that this project 
was environmentally assessed in Case No. ENV-2016-2858-MND. The records upon 
which this decision is based are with the Environmental Review Section of the Planning 
Department in Room 750, 200 North Spring Street.

16. Flood Insurance. The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of 
the Flood Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance 
No. 172,081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that this project is located in 
Zone C, an area of moderate or minimal hazard from the principal source of flood. 
Currently, there are no flood zone compliance requirements for construction in these 
zones.


